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lyntia is a neutral operator in the wholesale telecom sector offering fibre optic connectivity services that boast 
wide network coverage and high capillarity: over 41,845km of deployed fibre optic.

Lyntia Networks was acquired in January 2023 by a business consortium made up of Axa IM Alts, Swiss Life Asset 
Managers and Morrison & Co.

Axa IM Alts is a global investment leader specialising in alternative asset classes, investing across the capital stack,  
in private and listed markets and delivering contant performance for its clients. 

Swiss Life Asset Managers is a leading asset manager that offers and develops tailored investment strategies for its 
own insurance companies as well as for third-party clients, such as pension funds, investment foundations,  
asset managers and private clients. 
Morrison & Co is a leading alternative asset manager investing in infrastructure through both private  
and listen markets.

Logo: vertical and horizontal versions

Typographic code: lyntia must always be written in lower case, even at the beginning of a sentence or when it is 
part of a headline.

the company

shareholders

Commitment
Passion

Reliability

Simplicity

Reliability: lyntia works to offer a 100% secure network.
Commitment: to our clients’ needs. 
Passion: lyntia is a company that is passionate about
                the possibilities offered by the future.
Simplicity: we strive to makes things easy.
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logo



lyntia’s fibre optic network covers the entire 
country, connecting Spain’s major cities and 
providing services to around 1,200 towns and cities. 
In addition, lyntia has connections with major 
underwater cable landing stations in the Iberian 
Peninsula.

lyntia’s objective is to link countries, unite 
cities and connect businesses. Which is why 
lyntia, as well as connecting Spain’s major 
cities, also has interconnections with France 
and Portugal. 

lyntia originated from Ufinet, a company 
founded in 1998 that over the years has 
expanded its services and opened new 
markets in America. 

lyntia provides a wide range of connectivity 
services: dark fibre, capacity, FTTH wholesale 
service, VSAT, and co-location, to empower, 
facilitate and protect communications.

in Spain

yesterday

worldwide

today

Operators: National, international and local
Carriers
OTTs
Utility companies
Data Centres

Postal address: Torrespacio, Paseo de la Castellana, 259D 28046 Madrid
Phone: 915 50 77 00
E-mail: marketing@lyntia.com
Website: lyntia.com

clients

on social media 

contact 

lyntia is present on:
          https://www.facebook.com/lyntia.spain/ 
          es.linkedin.com/company/lyntia
          www.youtube.com/channel/UCfAykbAHUf11nOHnAhFoPBQ
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